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Sardu 2.0.3.3 EAM TECHNOLOGY Full Version . ISO files (hdd.iso is the burnt image of the ISO). 12/23/11 Sorry for the delay in update, family and personal obligations.. . I have also supported a lot of new languages by adding support for persian. . Finished new version of SARDU for X Boot, Android, IOS, Mac and Linux. . Added some new languages like Korean, Arabic. . SARDU 2.0.1.1/SARDU
2.0.2.1 are small fixes in SARDU. . The new version can be used free. . You can translate SARDU from English language to your native language by using the translate. . Lets refer your questions to me at the support pages. Please give 2+ (upvoted) to the new version if you like it. Thanks a lot. 11/26/11 SARDU 2.0.3.1 EAM TECHNOLOGY Full Version. . Compatible with latest version of X boot,
Android, Ubuntu, Fedora Core, SUSE, Windows XP and Vista. . Added Persian translation. . Updated debain/ubuntu packages to latest versions. . Added some more software packages to the debain/ubuntu packages. . I have developed SARDU BUNDLE. . All the software packages will be downloaded from the Internet and you can extract them as you wish.. . SARDU BUNDLE contains software
packages like, Pdwrt, Viki, Sergey's, SARDU (SARDU.. . INSTRUCTIONS: 11/16/11 SARDU 2.0.1.1/SARDU 2.0.2.1 fixed problem in i386. I am sorry for the. . I have develped SARDU BUNDLE and i just published it in the Google Playstore. You can download it. . SARDU BUNDLE contains software packages like Pdwrt, Viki, Sergey's, SARDU, PGK Boot Disk Creator and. . We will develop
SARDU BUNDLE more. . In the future more software packages will be included. . If you have any problem in SARD
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